PLATEAU (Live)
As recorded by Nirvana
(from the 1994 Album "Unplugged In New York")

Words by Curt Kirkwood
Music by Curt Kirkwood

Tune down 1/2 step (Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Bb, Eb)

A Intro
Moderately \( \hat{\text{B}} = 96 \)

G B F G B F G B Fadd9

Gtr I mf let ring throughout, fingerstyle

G B F G B F G B Fadd9

B Verse

G B F G B Fadd9
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C Chorus

G5  B\(^\flat\)  B/F  N.C. (G)  B\(^\flat\)

Printed using TabView by Simone Tellini - http://www.tellini.org/mac/tabview/
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Verse

D Verse

Printed using TabView by Simone Tellini - http://www.tellini.org/mac/tabview/
**Verse**

```
G    B7    G    B7    G    B7    Fadd9

```

```
E    Verse
G    B7    G    B7    G    B7    Fadd9

```

```
A    maj7

```

```
A7    maj7

```

```
B7    1

```

_4x_
F

Outro

Aadd9  Dmaj7  Cmaj6add9  Aadd9  F5  Cmaj6add9  Asus2

Gtr II